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  How   to   Create   Your   Virtual   Holiday  

Hypnotist   and   Travel   Agent   have   got   your    Dream     Escape    sorted  
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As   lockdown   continues   and   the   government   warns   Britons   against   making   holiday   plans  

just   yet,   however,   many   people   may   find   their   state   of   mind   slipping   downwards   without  

their   annual   summer   trip   to   look   forward   to.   So   in   response,   Denise   Bosque,   Clinical  

Hypnotherapist   and   Coach   based   in   Twickenham   is   helping   people   to   travel   to   their  

favourite   destination   –   from   the   comfort   of   their   own   armchair.   

“People   need   something   to   look   forward   to,   and   holidays,   undoubtedly   play   a   huge   part   in  

our   mental   health   and   wellbeing.   From   the   excitement   of   choosing   a   destination   to   actually  

being   there.   It’s   such   a   mental   and   emotional   boost”,   says   Denise.   “The   escapism   from  

everyday   life   plays   a   massive   part   in   our   wellbeing”.  

For   that   reason,   Denise   has   teamed   up   with   Thames   Travel   in   East   Twickenham   to   offer  

virtual   holidays.   She   said:   “Many   people   don’t   realise   that   imagination   is   incredibly  

powerful   and   the   mind   doesn’t   know   the   difference   between   a   real   and   imaginary   event.  

So   something   as   simple   as   taking   a   ‘virtual   holiday’   can   offer   a   brief   moment   of   escapism  

and   reduce   stress.   Denise,   who   has   helped   thousands   of   people   with   their   goals,   has   now  

created   several   free   downloads   to   enable   people   to   spirit   their   minds   away   to   an   amazing  

holiday   destination   and   in   doing   so,   take   back   a   little   of   the   relaxation   they   would   have  

enjoyed   had   they   actually   been   away.   Who   needs   Virtual   Reality   Helmets   when   this   gives  

you   a   great   experience   without   the   tech!  

The   free   downloads   are   a   form   of   self-hypnosis,   and   simply   require   you   to   sit   down   in   a  

quiet   and   comfortable   spot,   close   your   eyes   and   listen   to   Denise’s   soothing   words   whilst  

visualising   the   holiday   destination,   and   relax.   Denise   has   chosen   five   types   of   holiday   for  

her   recordings.   

Thames   Travel   who   specialise   in    worldwide   holidays   and   whose   MD   Christian   Green  

believes   there   will   be   a   number   of   key   things   holidaymakers   will   look   for   once   the  

travel   industry   reopens   for   business.    He    said:   “We’re   expecting   people   will   be  

seeking   plenty   of   space   and   fresh   air   in   destinations   such   as   New   Zealand,   Canada  



&   parts   of   Asia.   We   predict   Adventure   travel   will   be   on   the   increase   as   well   as  

multi-generational   holidays   &   demand   for   private   villas   too.    He    added:   “I   think  

Denise’s   offer   to   help   people   take   a   short   break,   in   spirit   if   not   in   body,   is   a    brilliant  

idea   and   will   help   to   bring   us   all   closer   to   the   exciting   thought   of   travelling   once  

more. ”   

The   downloads   will   be   available   on   Denise’s   website :  

www.denisebosque.com/downloads   

Thames   Travel    www.thamestravel.net     Tel:    020   8891   0166  

 

####END####  

Notes   to   Editors  

Denise   Bosque   is   a   Clinical   Hypnotherapist,   Linden   Anxiety   Recovery   Coach,   EMDR  

Practitioner,   Master   NLP   Practitioner   and   Mindfulness   Teacher.  

Based   in   Twickenham,   she   has   been   in   private   practice   for   nearly   20   years,   helping  

thousands   of   people.   She   has   authored   a   Hypnosis   CD,   over   300   articles,   and   is   currently  

writing   a   book   on   Anxiety   Recovery.   She   has   run   Self-Development   retreats   in   France,  

trained   people   in   Public   Speaking   &   Mindfulness,   and   regularly   gives   talks   on   various  

subjects,   often   around   Anxiety,   Phobias,   Relationships   and   Self-Development.   

In   September   2019   she   started   "Anxiety-Buster   Confidence-Booster"   a   podcast   with  

listeners   in   over   58   countries.  
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